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Abstract: The main objective of this paper is node failure detection. To do this there are Binary Scheme and Non
Binary Scheme. In Binary scheme, result will be one if Node is active and result will be zero if Node is not active. But
main problem with binary scheme is we cannot check the signal strength. So we go for Non Binary Scheme, in this
scheme we can check whether the node is in strong state or weak state to receive the signals. In the proposed system we
are designing the scheme which can be used for both wired and wireless sensor network. If the node is in active state
the data can be transferred else checks for the alternate route.
Key Terms: Node Failure Binary Scheme, Non Binary Scheme, Fault Management.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile wireless networks have been used for many mission critical applications, including search and rescue,
environment monitoring, disaster relief, and military operations. Such mobile networks are typically formed in an adhoc manner, with either persistent or intermittent network connectivity. Nodes in such networks are vulnerable to
failures due to battery drainage, hardware defects or a harsh environment. Node failure detection in mobile wireless
networks is very challenging because the network topology can be highly dynamic due to node movements. Therefore,
techniques that are designed for static networks are not applicable. Secondly, the network may not always be
connected. Therefore, approaches that rely on network connectivity have limited applicability. Thirdly, the limited
resources (computation, communication and battery life) demand that node failure detection must be performed in a
resource conserving manner. Node failure detection in mobile wireless networks assumes network connectivity. Many
schemes adopt probe-and-ACK (i.e., ping) or heartbeat based techniques that are commonly used in distributed
computing. Probe-and-ACK based techniques require a central monitor to send probe messages to other nodes. When a
node does not reply within a timeout interval, the central monitor regards the node as failed. Heartbeat based techniques
differ from probe-and-ACK based techniques in that they eliminate the probing phase to reduce the amount of
messages. Several existing studies adopt gossip based protocols, where a node, upon receiving a gossip message on
node failure information, merges its information with the information received, and then broadcasts the combined
information. A common drawback of probe-and-ACK, heartbeat and gossip based techniques is that they are only
applicable to networks that are connected. In addition, they lead to a large amount of network-wide monitoring traffic.
In contrast, our approach only generates localized monitoring traffic and is applicable to both connected and
disconnected networks.
II. RELATED WORK
a) Adaptive Fault Detection Approaches for Dynamic Mobile Networks proposed by D. Liu et al. In this approach they
have used probe-and-ACK [5], [12], [19] technique to detect Node Failure. The main drawback of this paper is they
require central monitor which causes additional overhead.
b) A Failure Detection Service for Large-Scale Dependable Wireless Ad-Hoc and Sensor Networks proposed by M.
Elhadef et al. This work proposes a gossip based protocols [12], [24] for detecting the node failures. But the major
drawback of this paper is it suites only for connected network.
c) A distributed monitoring mechanism for wireless sensor networks proposed by C.-F. Hsin et al. This paper uses
localized monitoring for node failure detection. It is not suitable for mobile networks since it does not consider that
failure to hear from a node might be due to node mobility instead of node failure.
d) Self-configurable fault monitoring in ad-hoc networks proposed by R. Badonnel et al. This work proposes a twostate Markov model for node failure detection. This is not applicable for wireless network.
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e) RADAR: An in-building RF-based user location and tracking system proposed by P. Bahl et al. The proliferation of
mobile computing devices and local-area wireless networks has fostered a growing interest in location-aware systems
and services. In this paper we present RADAR, a radio-frequency (RF)-based system for locating and tracking users
inside buildings. RADAR operates by recording and processing signal strength information at multiple base stations
positioned to provide overlapping coverage in the area of interest. It combines empirical measurements with signal
propagation modeling to determine user location and thereby enable location-aware services and applications. We
present experimental results that demonstrate the ability of RADAR to estimate user location high degree of accuracy.
III. PROPOSED WORK
In the Proposed system, the user can detect the node failures from main node by using two schemes one is binary
scheme and other one is non-binary scheme. So by using these two schemes the user can get the ON -OFF and Wear Strong status of the each nodes. After detecting the node failure we can find the alternative path to transfer the data
during transmission. Uses both Binary and Non-Binary Scheme, user can check, both the on-off and weak-strong
status, alternative path for node failures.
The core building block of our approach is the means to calculate node failure probability. Suppose a node, A, hears the
heartbeat packets from another node, B, at times t – k…, t(k ≥ 0), but not at time t + 1. We next derive the probability
that node B has failed at time t+1 given the fact that node A can no longer hear B at t+1. In the following, the node
failure probability is for node B, and the packet loss probability is for the heartbeat packets from B to A at t + 1.
IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION
A) System Construction
In the first module, we develop the system with the required entities to evaluate and show the performance of our
proposed model. We develop Six Nodes by naming it Node A, Node B, Node C, Node D, Node E and Node F. Then
Source Node, Network node showing the information of the network and the Network status indicating node. We
consider the problem of detecting network failure by the nodes of a wireless network. We assume that there is a
specially designated node in the network, which we call the source node. The source node may be a base station that
serves as an interface between the network and its users. Since a failure may or may not separate a node from the
source node, we distinguish between two distinct outcomes of a failure for a particular node.

Fig 1: System Construction
B) Calculating Failure
The core building block of our approach is the means to calculate node failure probability. Suppose a node, A, hears the
heartbeat packets from another node, B, at times t, but not at time t + 1. We next derive the probability that node B has
failed at time t+1 given the fact that node A can no longer hear B at t+1. In the following, the node failure probability is
for node B, and the packet loss probability is for the heartbeat packets from B to A at t + 1. For ease of exposition, we
omit superscripts and simply use pd (death) and pc (communication failure) to represent the above two probabilities;
the meaning is we hope clear from the context. In the basic case, a node sends a single heartbeat packet at each time.
When node A cannot hear from B, one of the following conditions must hold: node B has failed; node B is not failed
but A is out of the transmission range of B; or node B has not failed and A is in the transmission range of B, but the
packet sent from B is lost.
C) Binary Feedback Scheme
Suppose that a node, A, no longer hears from another node, B, at time t+1. In the binary feedback scheme, A calculates
the conditional probability p that B has failed. Let denote a pre-defined detection threshold. If p is larger than the
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threshold, then A has a high confidence that B has failed. To reduce the risk of false alarms, A broadcasts to its
neighborhood an inquiry message about B (along with its own calculated probability p). In order to avoid multiple
nodes broadcast inquiry messages about B, we assume A starts a timer with a random timeout value, and only
broadcasts a query message about B when the timer times out and A has not heard any query about B. In this case, only
the node has the lowest random timeout value will broadcast a query message about B; the other nodes refrain from
sending an inquiry about B.
D) Non-binary Feedback Scheme
The binary feedback scheme does not fully utilize the information from other nodes because the responses from other
nodes are binary (i.e., 0 or 1). The non-binary feedback scheme differs from the binary version in that A first gathers
non-binary information from its neighbors and then calculates the conditional probability that B has failed using all the
information jointly. Specifically, when A suspects B has failed, A broadcasts to its neighbors an inquiry about B.
Again, to avoid multiple nodes broadcast inquiry messages about B, we assume A waits for a random amount of time,
and only broadcasts a query message about B when it has not heard any other query about B. Each neighbor that hears
A’s query responds to A its information on B.
V. CONCLUSION
In this approach, the sender can view both the binary and non binary result. So by using this, the sender can check both
the on/off state and also he can check the whether the node is strong or weak. And also the sender can view the path
how the data which was send by sender is transmitted.
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